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ABSTRACT

THE    EFFECTS   0F   CONCENTRATIVE   MEDITATION,    RECEPTIVE

MEDITATION,    AND   A   PERCEPTUAL-MOTOR   TASK   UPON

SELF-REPORTS   0F   AWARENESS.       (August    1982)

Faulder  Colby,   8.   A.  ,   The  Uni.versity  of  Texas

M.   Div.  ,   Austi.n   Presbyterian   Theological   Seminary

M.   A.  ,   Appalachian   State   University

Thesis   Chairperson:      Donald  L.   Clark

An  experiment  was  conducted  to  determine  the  effects  of  three

activities  presumed  to  correspond  to  three  discrete  states  of  con-

sciousness   upon   self-reports  of  awareness.     Subjects  were  65  psy-

chology  students   at  Appalachian   State  Uni.versity  who  were   randomly

assigned  to  one  of  three  experi.mental   conditi.ons,   a   perceptual-

motor  task,   concentrati.ve  medi.tati.on   and  receptive  meditati.on.

After  practicing  their  respective  activi.ties  for  six   15-minute

periods  over  the  course  of  two  weeks,  subjects   recorded  their  cur-

rent  awarenesses.      I   hypothesized  that  groups  would  di.ff er  in

number  of  references  to  non-sensorial   and/or  non-present  events,

frequencies  of  seven   parts   of  speech   (nouns,   gerunds,   infinitives,

verbs,   adjectives,   parti.ciples   and  adverbs)   and  length  of  reports

as   reflected  i.n  total   number  of  words   used.
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The  groups'   reports   differed  significantly  only  i.n  number  of

non-sensorial   and/or  non-present  references.     The  concentrative

meditators   used  significantly  fewer  such  references   than   the  group

practicing  a   perceptual-motor  task.     No  differences  were   found  in

frequencies   of  grammatical   categories   or  in   lengths   of  reports.      I

discussed  the   results   in  terms   of  deautomatl.zation  of  perceptions

and. Charles  Tart's   theory  about  states   of  consciousness.
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INTRODUCTION

Charles   Tart   (1971)   has   defi.ned   a   state  of  consciousness   (SoC)

as   ]'an  overall   patterning  of  psychological   functioning"   (p.   94).

Simi.larly,   he   has   defi.ned   an   altered  state  of  consciousness   (ASC)   as

"a  qualitative  shift   in   the  overall   pattern  of  mental   functi.oning"

(Tart,1969,   p.   2).     Examples   of  discrete  states   of  consciousness

(d-SoC's)   include   the  normal   waki.ng   state,   also   called   baseline

state  of  consciousness   (b-SoC),   and  discrete  altered  states  of  con-

sciouness   (d-ASC's)   such   as   REM-sleep,   NREM-sleep,   alcohol    1.ntoxica-

ti.on,   and  meditation   (Tart,1975).

Meditators   generally  consider  their  discipli.nes   to  be  means  of

redirecting  attention,   frequently  resulting  in  a  d-ASC   (Goleman,

1975).      However,  Western   researchers   have  usually  studied  meditation

from  the  perspective  of  the  psychophysiological   principle   (Green,

Green,   &  Walters,1970),   i.e.,   that  every  change   in   the  physical

state   is   accompanied  by  an   appropriate  conscious   or  unconscious

change   in   the  mental-emotional   state,   and  vi.ce-versa.     The   results

of  their  research  have  often  been   conflicting.     Tart's   (1975)   sys-

tematic  treatment  of  SoC's,   including  meditation,   and  Boals'    (1978)

reconceptualization  of  meditation  as   a  cognitive  process   represent

two  recent  attempts   to  reconcile  Western  research  with  the  subjec-

tive  reports  meditators  give  of  thei.r  experiences.
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States   of  Consciousness

An   SoC   is   "an   overall   patterning   of  psychological   functioning"

(Tart,1971,   p.   94).      Ludwig   (1966)   has   called   an   ASC   any   mental

state  brought  on   chemically,   physiologically  or  psychologi.cally  that

a  person  subjectively  recognizes  as  significantly  different  from

alert,   waking   consciousness.     Tart   (1971)   refi.ned  Ludwig's   defini-

tion.  of  an   ASC   by   stating   that   an   ASC   is   dependent  neither  upon

particular  psychological   content  nor  upon  specific  physiological

change.      Instead,   i.t   is   simply  a  change   perceived  or  observed  by

persons   as   significantly  different  from  their  previous   d-SoC's   in

overall   patterning  of  mental   functioning.

The   rationale  behind  Tart's   refinements   can  be  demonstrated  by

research   findings   such   as   those  of  Vogel ,   Foulkes   and  Trosman

(1966).      In   their  study,   eight  men   and  one  wonan  were  allowed  to   go

to  sleep  under  laboratory  conditions.     They  were  awakened  at  random-

ly  assigned  stages  of  sleep.     Once  awakened,   they  were  asked  to  de-

scribe  their  pro-awakening  experiences   and  to  answer  a  series  of

questions  about  their  pro-awakening  mental   acti.vity.     The  presence

of  two  ego  functions  was  measured:     non-regressive  content  of  state-

ments  and  contact  with  external   reality.     The  non-regressive  content

parameters  were  plausibility,   reali.sin,   coherence,   and  distortion.

The  contact  with  extemal   reality  parameters  were  volitional   control

of  percepti.ons,  tine  and  place  orientation,   and  internal   versus   ex-

temal   discriminations.     During  predominantly  alpha-EEC  activity,

both  ego  functions  were  generally  either  intact  or  only  partially

impaired.      In   descending  state  one  sleep   (predominantly  theta-EEC
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activity),   both  ego  functi.ons  were  usually  severly  impai.red  or  lost

entirely.     Theta-EEC   is   usually  a   relatively  brief  transition   stage

between   drowsl.ness   and   sleep   (Zimbardo,1979).      In   descending   stage

two   sleep   (predominantly  sleep   spindles   and  K   complexes,   Zimbardo,

1979),   contact  with  external   reality  was   generally  lost,   but  non-

regressive   content   returned.     Below  descending  stage  two   (predomi.-

nantly   delta-EEG   acti.vity  of  greater  than   75mv,   Zimbardo,1979),

subjects   experienced  complete   loss   of  both   ego  functions.     Although

each   level   of  onset  sleep  was   generally  associ.ated  with  a  di.fferent

combination  of  ego  functions,   the  relationship  of  psychological   ex-

periences   to  the  EEC/FOG  patterns  of  the  di.fferent  stages   di.d  not

show  a  one-to-one  correspondence.

To   account  for  research   findings   such   as   Vogel 's,   Tart   (1975)

has  expanded  his  earlier  (1969,1971)   formulations  about  states   of

consciousness.     According  to  his  most   recent  work,   "a   d-SoC   for  a

given   individual   (i.s)   a   unique   configuration...of  psychological

structures  or  subsystems"   (p.   58).     By  the  interaction  of  structures

and  by  mutual   stabilization   through  feedback  control ,   "the  d-SoC

(functions   as   an   integrated  system  which)  mai.ntains   i.ts  overall   pat-

tern  of  functioni.ng  despite  changes   i.n   the  environment"   (p.   58).

In  order  to  understand  hi.s  systematic  treatment  of  SoC's,  ±±r!±£-

try,  subsystens ,mutual   stabilization,   and  feedback

quire  clarification.

Structures :

control   re-

relati.vely  permanent  functions  of  the  mind  or

brain  that  transform  and  interpret  information   in  various

ways,   especially  those  functi.ons  which  require  attention/



awareness   (direct  awareness)   for  activation;   language

and  sexuality  are   two  examples.

Subs.ystems:     groups  of  related  structures  by  which   an

individual   relates  to  the  environment;  Tart  names   ten

subsystems   that   vary  significantly  across   d-ASC's:

(1)     Exteroception--sensing  the  external   environment;
-   (2)      Interocepti.on--sensing  what  the  body  is   feeling

and   doing;

(3) rocessin --automated  selecting  and  abstract-

ing  of  sensory  input  so  we  perceive  only  what  is

"important"   by  personal   and  cultural   (consensus

reali.ty)   standards;

(4)    4gEny,

(5)

(6)

Subconscious--the   classical   Freudian   unconscious plus

many  other  psychological   processes   that  go  on   outside

our  ordinary  d-SoC,   but  that  may  become  directly

conscious   in   various   d-ASC's;

Emoti ons ;

(7)      Evaluation and  Decision-Making--our  cognitive   evaluat-

ing  skills   and  habits;

(8)     Space/Time  Sense--the  construction  of  psychological

space  and  time  and  the  placing  of  events  within   it;

(9)     §£p±± g£ __I_dentity--the  quality  added  to  experience

that  makes   it  a  personal   experience  instead  of  just

information   (role-identification,   e.g.);   and

4
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(10)     !!g!grQ±±±p±±i--muscular  and  glandular  outputs   to

the  external   world  and  the  body.      (p.   5-6)

Mutual   Stabilization   and   Feedback   Control: processes  whereby

I.ndividuals   maintain   a   d-SoC   despite   fluctuations   1.n   environ-

mental   or  organismic   input.

1.      Loading   stabill.zation:      the   involvement  of  the  organl.sin

in   activiti.es  which   force   consciousness   to   seem  con-

gruent  with   consensus   reality  for  a   given   d-SoC,

greatly   ll.miting  di.rected  awareness   energy  which  might

disrupt  the  d-SoC's   normal   operation.

2.     Negative  feedback  stabilization:     an   internal   process

which,   for  example,   filters   out  cues  which  might  dis-

rupt  the   d-SoC.

3.     Positive  feedback  stabilization:     an   internal   reward

system  that  leaves  one  feeling  sati.sfied  with  the  on-

going  operation  of  a   d-SoC.

4.     Limiting  stabilizati.on:     an   interference  with   the

actions  of  potentially  disrupting  subsystems  of

structures .

Negative  feedback   is   the  corrective,  and  positive  feedback   is

the   reward  for  successful   correcti.on,  whether  or  not  either  1.s   con-

sciously  experienced.     Loading  stabilization   regulates   the   avail-

ability  of  directed  awareness   energy.      Limiti.ng  stabili.zation   blocks

the  potentially  disrupting  effects  of  competing  structures.

Because  of  the  stabilization   and  feedback  functions.,   d-SoC's

are  usually  experienced  as   normal ,   non-disruptive  flows   of
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consci.ousness.      People  notice  no  particular  drain   on   their  psycho-

logi.cal   or  other  energies.     Although  Tart  granted  that  psychologi.cal

energy  is  not  an  operationally  defined  construct,

the  feelings  of  energy  and  tiredness  are  direct  experiences
for...most...people.      So  we  must   consider  psychological

?::r!¥):n  order  to  keep  our  theorizing  close  to  experi.ence

For  a   given   culture,   b-SoC   is   everyday   consci.ous   experi.ence   ac-

cording  to  the  parameters   of  consensus   reali.ty  in   that  time  and

place.      It   I.s   an   individual's   alert,   waking   consciousness   (Ludwl.g,

1966).      Since   people   generally  experience   their  b-SoC   as   a   normal,

stable   process,   the  way  to   induce   a  d-ASC   is   to  de-stabili.ze  b-SoC

and  then  apply  patterning  forces  which  will   redirect  the  avai.lable

psychological   enengy  appropriately.      If  the  de-stabilization   process

is   incomplete,   the  transition   to   the   d-ASC  will   not  occur.      For

example,   one  alcoholic  beverage  will   usually  affect  blood   chemistry

some,   but   it  usually  will   not  cause  sufficient  changes   to  create

alcohol   intoxication.     The   normal   rhythms   of  waki.ng   and  sleepi.ng

provide  natural   examples   of  the   flow  from  b-SoC   to   d-ASC's   and  back

again   (Tart,1975).      However,   d-ASC's   presumably   can   also   be   induced

intenti.onally  by  destabilizing  b-SoC  through   the   redirecting  of

attenti.on/awareness   (Van   Nuys,1971).      Although  most  Western   re-

searchers   seem  to  have  ignored  the  fact,   practitioners  of  nedl.tative

techniques   generally  consider  the   redirecting  of  awareness   to  be  the

most  essential   ingredient  of  their  nedi.tation   (Maupin,1962).
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Medi tati on

Most  Western   research  on  medi.tation   has   studied  Transcendental

Meditation   (TM).      Generally,   it  has   had  one  of  two   foci:      I.solati.ng

TM's   unique   psychophysiological   processes   to   determine  whether  i.t

constituted  a   d-SoC  or  measuri.ng  TM's   effects   upon   various   non-

meditative   behaviors.      Even   though  TM  has   seldom  been   the   focus   of

Japanese  and  Indian   research,  Western   investigators   usually  cite

the  major  Eastern     meditation   studies   in  their  research.

es   of  Meditation. There  are  two  basic  types   of  medi.tation,

concentrative  and  receptive   (Washburn,1978).     Concentrati.ve  medita-

ti.on  involves   focusing  attenti.on  upon  a  particular  object  of  aware-

ness  while   ignoring  all   other  stimuli..      Receptive  meditation  entails

open,  non-reactive,  non-selective,   alert  attention  to  all   stimuli..

TM's   instructions  make  it  sound  like  receptive  meditation,   but  its

use  of  a  matra   (a  visual,   audi.tory,  or  cognitive  object  of  awareness)

li.kens   i.t  to  concentrative  meditati.on,   as  well   (Deikman,1966).      Its

being  a  mixture  of  the  two  types  may  account  for  the  conflicting  re-

sults   that  frequently  come   from  the  experimental   study  of  TM.

Goleman   (1971)   proposed  that  di.fferent  philosophical   disciplines

could  produce   distinctive  meditation   techni.ques.     The   possibilit`y

that  such  differences  might  result  in  discrepant  psychological   or

behavioral   outcomes   has  been   largely  ignored  by  Western   researchers.

Non-Western   Ph siolo ical   Research. Non-Western   physiological

research  about  medi.tation   has   generally  focused  upon   the   EEG   phenom-

ena  occuring   1.n   experienced  meditators.     Two  types   of  medi.tati.on

have  been  studi.ed,   concentrative,   characterized  by  yoga-discipli.nes,
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and  y`eceptive,   characterized  by  Zen-discipli.nes.      In   the   studies

most  often  quoted  by  Western   researchers,   both  types   of  meditatl.on

have  produced  alpha-EEG  and  theta-EEC  patterns   that  differ  from  the

patterns   of  people  experi.en.cing  normal   drowsiness   and  sleep.

Anand,   Chhina  and  Singh   (1961)   studied  the  electroencephalo-

graphic  records  of  experienced  yoga  meditators   (concentratl.ve  medi-

tat`ion).     They  took  EEG  readings   of  four  experienced  yogis   before

and  during  meditation.     Two  of  the  subjects  were  exposed  to  strong

external   stimuli.   both   before  and  during  meditation.     The  stl.muli

consisted  of  a  strong  li.ght,   a  loud  banging-noi.se,   a  hot  test  tube,

and  a  vibrati.ng  tuning  fork.     The  other  two  subjects  were  tested  for

increased  pain  threshold  by  having  a  hand  kept  in  four-degree  centi-

grade  water  for  at  least  45  mi.nutes.     Before  meditation,   all   four

yogis   had  prominent  alpha-EEC  activi.ty,   and  during  medi.tation,   those

patterns   continued  with  even  greater  amplitude.     When  subjected  to

unpleasant  stimuli,   the  first  two  yogi.s   showed  non-habituating

alpha-blocking  before  meditation   and  no  si.gn  of  alpha-blocking  dur-

ing  meditation.     The  other  two  yogis   showed  no  change   in   their  per-

sistent  alpha  patterns  during  meditation,   despite  their  continuous

exposure  to  the  cold  water.     Although  one  of  the  four  exhi.bited

occasi.onal   pari.etal   hump  acti.vity,   a   common   indicator  of  sleep,   he

reported  that  he  had  remained  continually  awake  throughout.

According  to  Lansi.ng,   Schwartz   and  Lindsley   (1959),   alpha-

blocking  of  any  kind  indicates   1.ncreased  alertness   and  a  greater

capacity  for  attention  to  envi.ronmental   stimuli.     An  abs.ence  of

alpha-blocking   indicates   decreased  alertness   and  attention.
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Non-habituation  of  alpha-blocking   indicates   a  conti.nued  alertness   to

repeated  stimuli.      In   the  Anand  et  al.   (1961)   study,  yogis   reported

that  they   knew  when  the  stimuli   were  applied  while   they  were  medi-

tating,   even   though   their  EEG  records   seemed  to   indicate   non-

attention.      Davi.dson   and  Goleman   (1977)   have   suggested  that  concen-

trative  meditation  may  result  l.n  a  modifi.cation  of  afferent  i.mpulses

at  a  subcortical   level,  which  might  account  for  the   discrepancies

between  the  yogis'   reports  of  their  experiences  and  Lansing  et  al 's.

(1959)   findings.

Kasamatsu   and  Hi.rai    (1966)   studi.ed   the   EEG   activi.ty   of  Zen  med-

itators  performing  z±zfp.,  or  sitting  medi.tati.on   (receptive  medita-

tion).     Z±Zfp.  is  a  strict  procedure  involving  correct  posture,   hand

and  head  positi.on,   etc. ;   the  eyes   remain  open   and  are  focused  on   a

point  on  the  floor  about  three  feet  away  from  the  subject.     Forty-

eight  subjects  were  instructed  to  perform  z±zfp.,  and  their  EEC  ac-

tivi.ty  was  measured  during  medita.tion.     Of  the  subjects   involved,

20  subjects  had  one  to  five  years  experi.ence  i.n  meditation,12  had

five  to  twenty  years  experience,   and  16  had  more  than  twenty  years

experi.ence.     Subjects   came   from  the  Soto  and  Ri.nzai   sects  of  Zen

Buddhism  and   ranged   in   age   from  24   to   72.      When   exposed  to   repeated

click   (auditory)   stimuli,   all   subjects  exhibited  non-habituating

alpha-EEG  medi.tators   quickly  went  from  rhythmical   alpha   to   rhythmi-

cal   theta  patterns   and  exhibited  non-habituating  theta-blocking,   as

well.     Concentrati.on  and  attention   to  stimuli.,   usually  associated

with   beta-EEC   (normal   waking   consciousness),   appeared  to  occur  in

alpha-and  theta-EEC.      In   the  most  advanced  meditators.   rhythmical
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alpha  patterns   persisted  as  much  as  two  minutes   after  resumption   of

wakeful   activity,   indicati.ng  a  carryover  effect  of  neditati.on  upon

normal   waking   consciousness.     The  non-habi.tuating   alpha-and   theta-

blocking  in  meditators   in   this   study  tend  to  support  the  claims   of

meditators  that  they  remain  alert  and  attentive  to  stimuli.   differ-

ently  from  people  experiencing  normal   drowsiness   and  onset-sleep.

That'  is,  meditators  move  from  alpha  or  theta  to  beta  when   strong

stimuli   are  presented,   and  then   they  move  back  to  alpha  or  theta

when  the  stimuli   stop.     Furthermore,   their  responses   do  not  seen  to

habituate,  and  they  generally  do  not  move  from  alpha  or  theta   into

delta  sleep.

In   surrmary,  experienced  yoga  neditators   have  exhibited  abnor-

mally  prominent  alpha-EEC   activi.ty  and  non-habituating   alpha-

blocki.ng  while  not  meditating   (as   opposed  to  the  beta-EEG  whi.ch

might  be  expected  of  the  normal   waking  state)   and  an  absence  of

alpha-blocking  while  meditating, .even   I.n   the  presence  of  strong  ex-

temal   stimuli.     Experienced  Zen  neditators,   on   the  other  hand,

moved  quickly  into  rhythmical   alpha  and  theta  patterns   after  begin-

ning  meditation   and  exhi.bited  non-habituating  alpha-and  theta-

blocking  during  nedi.tation.     The  Zen  neditators   sonetines   showed  a

continued  alpha   pattern  for  up  to  two  minutes   following  meditation.

Western   Phvsioloqical   Research.     Western   physiological   research

has  characteristically  attempted  to  support  or  disclaim  the  hypoth-

esis  that  neditati.on,   in  particular  Transcendental   Meditation   (TM),

constitutes   a  unique  state  of  consciousness.     The   results  of  the

research  have  been  quite  conflicting.
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Wallace,   Benson   and   Wilson   (1971)   studi.ed   the   metaboli.c   pro-

cesses   that   accompany  TM  medi.tation.      Taki.ng   continuous   readings   of

five   physi.ologi.cal   vari.ables   and   readings   at   10-mi.nute   i.ntervals   of

nine  others,   they  found   that  TM   practiti.oners  were   signifi.cantly

more   relaxed  while  medi.tati.ng   than   they  were   before   or   after  medi-

tation.      FOG   readings   did   not   i.ndi.cate   REM   (Rapi.d   Eye   Movement)

sleep.     The   changes   were   different   than   had   been   observed   in   pre-

vi.ous   studi.es   on   sleep,   hypnosis,   autosuggesti.on   and   operant   con-

ditioning,   according   to   the   authors.      Subjects  were   36  males   wi.th

experi.ence   i.n   TM.      Based   upon   thei.r   fi.ndi.ngs,   they   concluded   that

TM  constituted  a   fourth   state  of  consci.ousness   distinct   from  normal

wakefulness,   dreaming   sleep,   or   non-dreaming   sleep.

Wallace   and   Benson   (1972)   compared   readi.ngs   on   seven   measures

of  relaxation   and  mataboli.c   activity   taken   at   10-minute   i.ntervals

from  28  males   and   eight   females   practicing  TM.      Subjects   served   as

their  own   controls.      Signi.fi.cant  changes   found   during  medi.tati.on

were   reductions   in   oxygen   consumption,   carbon   dioxide   eli.minati.on,

lactate  concentrati.on   in   the   blood,   and   heart   rate,   increased  GSR,

and   intensi.ficati.on   of  slow  alpha  waves.     Several   subjects   also

produced   theta   trai.ns.

Fenwl.ck,   Donaldson,   Gilli.s,   Mushman,   Fenton,   Perry,   Tilsey   and

Serafinowicz   (1977),   using   71   subjects   and   using   pre-meditation

readings   as   covari.ates,   found   that  oxygen   consumption   and   carbon

dioxi.de   production   decreased   no  more   for  meditators   than   they   did

for  controls   doing   systematic   muscle   relaxation.     Although   the  TM

subjects   held   themselves   at   a   steady   alpha-EEG   activity,   some   of
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them  also  exhi.bi.ted  nyoclonic  jerks   of  torso   and   limbs,   an   indica-

tion  of  onset  stage  sleep.     Fenwi.ck  et  al.   therefore  concluded   that

TM  was   not  signifi.cantly  different   from  onset  stage  sleep  and   di.d

not  consti.tute  a   fourth   disti.nct  SoC.

As   can   be   seen,   Western   physiological   research   has   produced

conflicting   findings  which   have   resulted   in   confli.cti.ng   conclusi.ons

bein.g  drawn   about  the   physiological   correlates   of  meditati.on.

Western   researchers   have   generally  studied   TM,   whereas   non-Western

researchers   have   looked  at  yoga   and   Zen.     A  similari.ty   between

Western  and   non-Western   research   has   been  the  consistent  observation

of  prolonged,   rhythmical   alpha-EEG   and   theta-EEC   activity   among

meditators.     A  di.fference   has   been   the  emphasi.s   in   the   West   upon

trying  to   prove  or  di.sprove   the  existence  of  a  meditative   state  of

consciousness   that   is   higher  or   better  than   the   normal   waki.ng  state.

Outcome   Research.     Outcome   research   about  meditation   has   been

primarily  limited   to   the  West.     Little  attention  has   been   pal.d   to

the   philosophical   differences   between  meditation   techniques,   and   de-

pendent  measures   have   been   used   that  may  not  have  been   particularly

relevant  to   the  meditative   practices   examined.      In   general,   medita-

tl.on   has   been   tested   as   a  means   of  relaxation   i.nstead  of  as   a   dis-

ci.pline  to  redirect  attention.

Maupin   (1965)   examined   the  effects   of  a   Zen  meditation   exercise

on   three  cognitive   problem-solvi.ng  skills,   digit  span  scores,   aver-

age   sums   of  conti.nuous   additions,   and   variabi.lily   in   average   sums   of

conti.nuous   addi.tions.     Subjects   were  males   who  wanted   help  with   per-

sonal   problems.     They  engaged   in   nine   45-minute   practi.ce   sessi.ons
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over   two  weeks.      Each   practice   session  was   followed   by  an   intervl.ew.

Independent  judges   rated   their  remarks   as   to   how   richly  they  classi.-

fied  their  meditative  experiences,   and   subjects  were   consequently

divi.ded   into   high,   moderate,   and   low   response   groups.      Maupin   had

hypothesized   that  scores   from  the   interviews  would  correlate   posi-

tively  with   dl.gl.t  span   scores   and   average   sums   i.n   continuous   addi-

tion.s   and   negati.vely  with   variability  scores.     None  of   hi.s   hypotheses

were   supported.      In   fact,   there  was   an   interaction   between   responses

and   digit  span   scores,   wi.th   moderate   responses   having   the   lowest

correlations  with  digit  span  scores.      In   a   post-hoc  analysis,  medi-

tation   responses   did  correlate  positively  with  capacity   for  regres-

sive  thought  and  toleration  of  unrealisti.c  experience  as   assessed

by   the   Rorschach.      Therefore,   Maupin   concluded   that   a   more   complex

relationshi.p  of  meditati.on   to  attenti.on  exi.sted  than  had  been  pre-

viously   thought.      On   the   other   hand,   Van   Nuys   (1971)   poi.nted   out

that  Maupin   used   dependent  measures   that  were  confounded  with   fac-

tors  other  than  attenti.on,   per  se,   suggesting  that  attenti.on  and

problem-solving  consti.tuted  entirely  different  measurement  problems.

Appelle  and   Oswald   (1974)   studied   the  effects   of  meditati.on   on

simple   reaction   time   (RT).      Based   upon   Lansi.ng   et   al.'s    (1959)   and

Wilkinson   and   Stretton's   (1971)   research   on  alertness,   RT,   and   pri.or

mental   activity,   they  assumed   that  RT  was   positively  correlated  with

level   of  alertness.     Subjects  were   30   naive  college   student  volun-

teers   and   15   TM  meditators   who   had   an   average  experience   level   of

28  months   (a   range  of  six  months   to   si.x  years).      Subjects'   ages   and

educations  were  comparable.     RT,   the  time   required   to  switch  off  a
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light  that  had  come  on  after  a  warning  tone  had  sounded,  was  mea-

sured  before  and  after  the  activi.ty  periods.     The  types  of  mental

activity  used  were  unstructured  rest   (no  activit.y  required),   a  task

of  ordering  cards  with  nine-digit  numbers   on   them   (much  mental   ac-

tivi.ty  required),   and  TM   (maintains   alertness  without   contemplati.on,

concentration,   or  mental   control).      Data  were   RT's   per  group  of  10

trl.a.ls;   50  si.ngle  tri.als  were  performed  before  and` after  the  acti.v-

ity   period.     The   rest  group  showed  no   1.mprovement   in   RT   due   to   thel.r

activity,   and  only  the  pre-activity  trials  showed  a  significant

practice  effect.     The  task  group  had  the  same  practice  effect,  but

it   also   showed   improvement   in   RT.     The  meditators   had  neither  main

nor  practl.ce  effects.     However,   thei.r  pre-activity  RT  was   faster  to

start  with,   and  their  RT  variability  reduced  after  meditation.

Holt,   Caruso  and  Ri.1ey   (1978)   looked  at  the  effects  of  medita-

tion  on   a   red-green   visual   discriminati.on   RT  measure.     They  used  42

subjects,   evenly  divided  between .TM  meditators,   pseudo-medi.tators

(subjects  who  were  not  trained  as  meditators),   and  controls   (unstruc-

tured  rest).     The  medi.tators  and  pseudo-meditators  focused  thel.r  at-

tention  on   a  word  repeated  conti.nuously  on  a  tape  loop.     Subjects

performed  40  discrimination  trials  before  and  after  their  acti.vities.

All   groups   signifi.cantly  improved  their  RT.     However,   contrary  to

the   fi.ndi.ngs   of  Appelle  and  Oswald   (1974),   meditators   both   started

out  with   a  slower  RT  and  improved  thei.r  RT  more  than   the  other  two

g rou ps .

Buildi.ng   upon   previous   findings   that  TM   produces   a  more   relaxed,

and  therefore   less   anxious,  state  (Wallace   et   al. ,1971   and   1972),
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Williams   and  Herbert   (1976)   assumed   that  TM  meditators  would  operate

a  puy`sul.t  rotor  better  than   controls.     Subjects  were  30  male  medi-

tators  with  si.x  months'   average  meditation  experience   (range  of  2   to

13  months)   and  30  male   college  students.     All   subjects  were  naive  to

the  pursuit  rotor.     Contrary  to  expectations,  the  meditators'   per-

formance  followi.ng  medi.tati.on  was   poorer  and  more  variable   than   that

of  Controls.      Willi.ams   and  +1erbert   concluded  that  TM   practi.ce   impai.rs

performance  on   a   perceptual-motor  task.     Wi.lliams   and  Vickerman

(1976)   replicated  Williams   and  Herbert.s   (1976)   study  with   compara-

ble  results  usi.ng  46  female  volunteers  as   subjects.

Goldman,   Domitor  and  Murray   (1979)   found   that  Zen  medi.tators

did  not  differ  from  pseudo-medi.tators  or  non-treatment  controls   in

reducti.on  of  anxiety  or  improvement  of  cogni.tive  perceptual   func-

tionl.ng  as  measured  by  scores   on   the  Holtzman   lnkblot  and  Embedded

Figures  Test   (EFT).     Subjects  were   72   persons   balanced  for  various

subject  variables   and  randomly  assigned  to  conditions.     Although

thel.r  expected  results  did  not  materialize,  their  results  are  com-

patl.ble  with   Davidson   and  Goleman's   (1977)   descriptions   of  Zen   and

Yoga.      Accordi.ng   to   them,   Yoga,   not  Zen,  would  be   the  meditation   of

choice  to  reduce  anxiety,  at  least  in  the  early  meditative  stages,

and  the  Zen   instruction  to  attend  to   incoming  stimuli   without  anal-

ysis  might  account  for  meditators'   poor  EFT  results.

Outcome   research  on  medi.tati.on,   primarily  a   concern   of  Western

researchers.   has   produced  conflicting  results.     Conclusions   have  re-

peatedly  been   drawn  about  medi.tation,   in   general,   based  upon   re-

search   about  only  a  single  type  of  meditation.     Dependent  measures
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have   been   RT,   problem   solving.   depth   of  meditation   experi.ence,   cog-

nitive   perceptual   functi.oni.ng   and   reduction  of  anxiety.     The   basic

research   assumption   about  the  nature  of  meditation   has   been   the   con-

clusion   drawn   by   Wallace   et   al.    (1971,1972),   namely,   that   medita-

ti.on  produces   a   significantly  relaxed  state  which  constitutes   a

higher  state  of  consciousness   than   the   normal   waking   state.     Re-

sear;chers   seem  largely  to   have   ignored   the   non-Western   physi.ologi.cal

and   phl.losophical   emphases   upon  medi.tation   as   a   disci.pli.ne   to   re-

direct   attention/awareness.      Van   Nuys'    (1971)   cri.tique   of  Maupi.n's

study  may  therefore  be  applicable  to  all   the  studi.es   reported   here:

the  measures   used  seem  to  have  had   little  to  do  with   the  effects   of

meditation  suggested   in   the   phi.losophi.cal   literature.

Meditati.on   and   States   of  Consciousness

Studies   such   as   these   point   up  the  diffi.culties   involved   l.n   as-

suming   that  meditati.on   as   a   d-SoC   can   be   adequately   described   1.n

purely  physi.ological   terms   or  accordi.ng  to   purely  psychologi.cal   out-

comes.      Recalling   the  work  of  Vogel   et   al.    (1966),   i.e.,   that  ego

states   did   not  show  a  one-to-one  correspondence  wi.th   psychophysl.o-

logical   phenomena,   it  may  well   be   that   the   psychophysi.ologi.cal

pri.nciple   (Green  et  al.,1970)   is   too   parsi.monious   a   rule   for  de-

fini.ng  the  d-SoC  of  meditation.

Tart   (1969)   described   a   d-ASC   as   a   qualitative  shi.ft   i.n   the

patterning  of  mental   functioning   peculiar   to   b-SoC.   and   Goleman

(1975)   described  meditative   states   of  consciousness   as   subcategorl.es

of  d-ASC's   produced   by  the   redirecting  of  attention   durihg  medl.ta-

tion.      Deikman   (1963)   theorized   that  meditation   destabi.li.zes   b-SoC
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through  de-automatization,   that  is,   the  reinvesting  with  attention

of  actions   and  percepts   that  have  become  habitual.     Automatization

i.s   a  basic,   energy-conserving  process  whereby  the   repeated  exercise

of  an   action  or  perception   results   i.n   i.ts   leaving  one's   awareness

(Hartmann,1958).      Although   automatization   is   similar  to   stimulus

habituation,   there  are   important  differences.     Stimulus   habituation

refe.rs   to   learned  non-attention   to   i.ndividual   sti.muli   stemming  from

repeated  exposure.     Automatizati.on,   on  the  other  hand,   refers   to  the

coding  and  labeling  of  groups   of  percepts   as   units.      An   example  of

automatization   of  percepti.on   is   1.abeli.ng  a   round,   white   ball   with

curving  stitching  on   its   surface  a  baseball.

Automatization   allows   organisms   to  function   in   their  environ-

ments  without  encountering  every  sti.mulus   as   new  and  unfamiliar.

De-automatization   reinvests   actions   and  perceptions  with  attention

so  that  they  are  observed  and  experi.enced  with   less   abstraction   than

in   b-SoC   (Deikman,1963,1966).      Presumably,   such   a   reinvestment   re-

sults   in  a  change   in  the  SoC  through   a  shift   in  the   level   of  percep-

tual   and   cognitive  organization   (Van  Nuys,1971).      In   the   language

of  Tart's   (1975)   systems   approach  to  SoC's,   by  redirecting  attention/

awareness,  meditators   destabi.1ize   such   subsystems   as   input-processing,

evaluation/decision-making   and  memory,   allowing   them  to  experience

themselves   and  their  environments  quite  differently  from  people  in

b-SoC.      So   long   as   they  continue  meditating,   they  fi.11   their  d-ASC

with  activities   congruent  wi.th   it.     When  they  finish  meditating,

they  then   destabilize  the  meditati.ve  d-ASC  and  either  return   to

b-SoC   or  to   another  d-ASC   (such   as   sleep).
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The  works  of  many  investi.gators  attest  to  the  carryover  effects

of  meditation   (e.g.,   Kasamatsu   &   Hirai,1966,   and   Boals,1978).

Since  the  instructions  and  philosophi.es  of  concentrative  and  recep-

tive  meditation  di.ff er  in  many  respects,  their  carryover  effects

might  also  be  very  different   (Goleman,1971).      Concentrative  medita-

tl.on   is   a  way  of  turning  attention   away  from  its  b-SoC  uses,   result-

ing .in  a   refreshed  and  hei.ghtened  sensitivity  to  stimuli   during

b-SoC.      Receptive  meditation,   on   the  other  hand,   y`equires   non-

analytical   attention   to  stimuli   as   they  occur  duri.ng  meditati.on.

Consequently,   without  judging  the  one  to  be  more   desi.rable  than   the

other,   receptive  medi.tation  should  enable  one  to  be  aware  of  more

stimuli ,   and  concentrative  meditation  should  help  one  perceive  more

clearly  whatever  sti.muli   are  noticed   (Washburn,1978).

Measurin the  Effects  of  Meditation

In  the  present  study,   I  was   interested  in  examining  the  effects

of  three  different  activities  which  direct  awareness  sufficiently  to

produce  three  discrete  states  of  consciousness,   the  normal   waking

state  and  the  two  d-ASC's  presumably  brought  on  by  concentrative

meditation  and  receptive  meditation.     Accepting  for  research  purposes

the  premise  that  meditation  1.s  primarily  a  discipline  of  redirecting

attention/awareness,   I  wanted  to  know  whether  the  practice  of  such

activities  would  differentially  affect  the  grammatical   structure,

length  and  content  of  self-reports  of  awareness.

Although  many  studies   have  been   done  on   the  effects  of  medita-

tion,   few  have   used  language  as   a   dependent  measure   (exceptions   are

Deikman,1963,   and  Maupin,1965).      Tart's   opinion   (1975)   is   that
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language   functions   as   a   principal   medium  for  shapi.ng   consci.ousness

to  fit  consensus   reality.

The  word  for  an  object  focuses   a  child's   perceptl.on  onto  a

:3::::#z:::.::,:on§:::::da#::::n:o:yt#: :#:u:: i:::::::
gives  words   great  power.     As   a  child  grows   in   the  mastery
of  language,   the  language  structure  and  its  effect  on  con-
sciousness   grow  at  an  exponential   rate   (p.   45).

Tart's   systems   approach   to  understanding  states   of  consciousness

rests   upon   the  theoretical   premise  that  inducti.on  of  a  d-ASC  from

b-SoC  disrupts   the  normal   operati.on  of  psychological   structures

(such   as   language  and  sexuality)   and  subsystems   (such   as   Interocep-

tion  and  Input-processing)   by  redirecting  attention/awareness.     If

Tart's   opinion   about  language  stated  above   is   valid,   then   induction

of  a   d-ASC  should  have  some  effect  upon   the  way  words   are  used  to

report  the  results  of  redi.recting  attention/awareness.

The  three  aspects  of  language  that  seemed  to  me  to  be  the  most

easily  measured  were  the  syntax,   represented  by  frequenci.es  of

seven  parts  of  speech,   the  quantity,   represented  by  the  tota'1   number

of  words  used,  and  the  content.     The  frequenci.es  of  parts  of  speech

would  be  affected  if  the  underlying  linguisti.c  structure,   itself,

were  disrupted.     The  length  of  reports  might  also  be  affected  if

the  usage  patterns  of  the  grammatical   elements  were  altered.     The

content  would  be  affected  1.f  subsystems   such  as   lnteroception,   Ex-

teroception,   Memory,   and   Input-Processi.ng  were  disrupted.

Deikman   (1963)   found  that  the  content  of  nai.ve   concentrati.ve

meditators'   language  changed  radi.cally  as   they  progressed  l.n  medita-

tion.     Presumably,   interruption  of  b-SoC  by  meditation  practice
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results   l.n   changes   from  the  customary  ways   language   is   used  to  de-

scribe   perceptions   in   b-SoC   (Deikman,1966),      Moreover,   Washburn

(.1978)   and  Goleman   [.1971,1975)   have  suggested  that   different   types

of  meditation,   such  as   concentrative  and  receptive,  may  have  differ-

er`t  psychol.ogical   and  physiological   effects   upon   their  practiti.oners,

Since  different  types   of  meditation  and  the  normal   waking  state  all

cons.titute  different  dTSoC's   according  to  a   systems   approach   (Tart,

1975),   I   expected  the  activities  selected  for  this   study  to  produce

dl.fferent  patterns  of  content,   frequencies  of  grammatical   elements

and  le.ngths  of  reports,

The  activi.ties   I   used  were  buildi.ng  houses  wi.th   playing   cards

(b-SoC)   and  two  types   of  meditation,   concentrative  and  recepti.ve

(two  d-ASC's).      In   all   the  studies   reported  above  except  for  Deikman

(1963),   experienced  meditators  were  used.     Subjects  for  other  treat-

ments   than  medi.tati.on  were   sampled  from  other  populations.      Results

in  experiments   using  experienced  meditators   for  one  treatment  and

naive  subjects  for  other  treatments  can  be  difficult  to  interpret,

since  any  effects  observed  for  the  medi.tators   could  be  due  to  basic

differences  between   subject  populations.     In  order  to  avoi.d  such   a

confound  and  because   Deikman   (1963)   found   interesting   changes   I.n

subjects'   speech  patterns   using   inexperienced  meditators,   I   used

naive  co.llege  student  subjects  randomly  assigned  to  the  three  treat-

ment  conditions.     Subjects  practiced  their  respective  activities

alone  for  six   15-minute  periods  over  the  course  of  two  weeks.

At  the  end  of  their  sixth  session,   subjects  recorded  their  re-

sponses   to  the  stimulus  question,   "What   are  you   presently  aware  of?"
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I   then  compared   the   frequencies   of  seven   parts   of  speech   in   sub-

jects'   transcripts  as   they  referred  to   Internal,   External   and   Fan-

tasy   reported   perceptions   (Stevens,1971),   resulti.ng   in   211anguage

measures;   I   also  counted   the  number  of  words   each   subject   spoke.

Internal reported   perceptions   corresponded  to  Tart's   Interoceptive

and   Emotions   subsystems. External reported   perceptions   corresponded

to   his   Exterocepti.ve  subsystem.     Fantasy  reported  perceptions   cor-

responded   to   hi.s   Memory,   Evaluati.on   and   Deci.sion-Making   and   Sense   of

Identity   subsystems   (Tart,1975;   Stevens,1971).

I   was   interested   in  examining  the   question  of  whether  the

practicing  of  three  different  acti.vities  which   presumably  sustained

b-SoC  or   induced  a   d-ASC  would  affect  verbal   self-reports   of  aware-

ness   di.fferently.     To   test  thi.s   question,   I   proposed  three  hypothe-

eses :

1.     The   three   groups   (bui.ldi.ng   houses   out  of  playing   cards,

concentrative  meditati.on  and   receptive  meditation)

would  differ  in  the  content  of  their  self-reports,   as

evidenced   by  the  number  of  Fantasy  references   made.

2.     The  three  groups   would  differ  in  the  structure  of  thel.r

self-reports   as   evidenced   by  their  usages   of  the  seven

coded   parts   of  speech.

3.     The  three  groups  would  di.ffer  in  the  structure  of  their

self-reports   as   evidenced   by  the   total   number  of  words

spoken   to  make  thei.r  reports.



METHOD

Subjects

Two  hundred  twenty  st,udents  were   recruited  fT`om  upper  and   lower

dl.vision   courses   at  Appalachi.an  State  University  during  the   summer

and  fall   terms.     They  were   randomly  assigned  to   rooms,   times   of  day,   ,

and  conditions.      Eighty-three   dropped  out  i.mmediately  due   to  sched-

ule  conflicts,   and  46  were  ei.ther  more  than   15  minutes   late  or

failed  to  show  at  all   for  at  least  one  activity  peri.od.     Dropouts

were  balanced  as  to  treatment  condition.     Those  who  completed  the

experiment  received  course  credit  from  their  instructors   for  their

participation.     Data  from  22  subjects  were  lost  due  to  recording

equipment  fai.lures,   and  data  from  four  subjects  were  discarded  be-

cause  they  did  not  follow  instructions.      In  the  final   sample  of  65

subjects,   there  were   21  males   and  44   females.     The  mean   age  was   19.6

with  a  range  of  17  to  27.     There  were  24  first  year  students,   20

sophomores,   9  juni.ors,   8  seni.ors   and  3  graduate  students;   one   sub-

ject  did  not  list  a  classificati.on.     The  b-SoC  group  had   16  subjects,

concentrative  meditation  had  24  subjects,  and  receptive  meditation

had  25  subjects.     These  differences   reflected  the  loss  of  subjects

due  to  equipment  failures,   not  to  dropouts.

22
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Apparatus

All   activities   took   place   i.n   small   cubicle   rooms   painted  white.

They  were  furnished  with  one  or  two  wooden  tables,  one  to   four

wooden   chairs,   and  assorted  pieces  of  discarded  or  stored  equipment

from  previous   experi.rents.     Rooms  were   lighted  by  overhead  white

fluorescent  lights.     Three  of  the  four  rooms  had  windows   that  were

kept   six   inches   open;   the   other  room  had  no  windows.      During  all   six

activi.ty  pey`iods,   subjects   received  their  instructions  from  a

Wollensak  cassette  tape   recorder.     In  the  sixth  activity  peri.od,

recordi.ngs  were  made  on   a  second  Wollensak  cassette   recorder  using

a   lapel   mi.crophone.     The  malfunctions   that  caused  the  loss   of  data

were   in   the   lapel   microphones.      Subjects   in  b-SoC  also  used  a  new

deck  of  ordinary  playing  cards,   a  slip  of  yellow,   ruled  paper,   and

a  pencil.

Procedure

Subjects  were   run   in   seven  2-week  sessions.     One   sessi.on  was

run   in  each  of  two  summer  terms   and  five  were  run  during  the  fall

term.      Four  activity  rooms  were  used  in  the  summer  and  three   in   the

fall ;   the  windowless   room  was   used  throughout.

When  they  were  initially  recruited,  subjects   completed  an   in-

formati.on   form  that  included  a  consent  statement.     All   subjects  were

randomly  assigned  to   room,   time,   and  condition.     Subjects   run   during

the  fall   term  were  also  randomly  assigned  to  one  of  the  five  2-week

sessions.      During   recy`uitment,   the  experi.ment  was   described  only  as

an  experience  that  would  be  unstressful,   pleasureable,   and  possibly

beneficial   to  participants.
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Upon  arrival   for  the  first  acti.vity  peri.od,   subjects  were  shown

to  their  assigned  rooms,  one  subject  per  room  per  activity  ti.me.

They  were  asked  to  sit   at  a  table  and  push   the   PLAY  button   on   the

tape  recorder.     The  recorder  gave  them  their  i.nstructions  and  told

them  when  to  stop   (complete  transcripts  of  the  different  sets   of

i.nstructions   are  in  Appendix  A).     After  the  first  acti.vi.ty  period

was   finished,   several   subjects   in  each   session  and  each   conditl.on

asked  if  they  were  doing  their  activity  correctly.     In  these  cases,

the  activity  was  explained  again  briefly;  no  explanations  were  given

on   subsequent  days.

Subjects   Came  at  the  same   afternoon  or  evening  tl.mes   each   day

for  sl.x  days   over  the  course  of  two  weeks.     Each  activity  period

lasted  from  14  to   16  minutes;   because  of  the  recordings   subjects

made,   the  sixth   sessi.on   lasted  23  to  25  mi.nutes.     All   participants

were  told  they  would  perform  the  same  activi.ty  each  of  the  six  times

they  came   for  the  experiment.     The  b-SoC  group  was   told  to  bui.1d

houses  out  of  the  playing  `cards   they  were  gi.ven  and  to   record  their

successes  on  the  yellow  sli.ps   of  paper  provided.     The  concentrati.ve

medi.tators  were  asked  to  sit  comfortably,   focus   on  a  poi.nt  on  the

opposite  wall ,   and  think  repeatedly  the  word,  £g£±±i,   1.n  order  to

avoid  paying  attention  to  any  other  stimuli.     The  receptive  medita-

tors'   activi.ty  was  similar  to  that  of  the  concentrative  medi.tators,

the  main  differences  being  that  the  receptive  meditators  did  not

repeat  the  word-mantra,  focus,  to  themselves  and  they  were  instructed

to  open   themselves   up  to  all   i.ncoming  stimuli.     All   instructi.ons   used

in  the  experi.ment  were  pre-tested  in  pilot  studies   (Colby,   note   1).
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At  the  end  of  the  sixth  activity  peri.od,   subjects  were  told  how

to  make  recordings   using  the  second  tape  recorder  and  then   responded

to  the   following  stimulus   question:

Now,   I  would  li.ke  for  you  to  report  what  you  are  presently
aware  of.     This   is   neither  a  gimmick  nor  some   kind  of  tri.ck
question.      I   simply  would  like  you  to   report  whatever  you
are  aware  of ,   right  now.     Please  do  not  stop  either  re-
corder  early,   even   if  you   run  out  of  things   to  say.     Go
ahead  now,   and   1'11   tell   you  when   to   stop.

After  two  minutes  of  recording,   they  were  instructed  to  stop.     The

experiment  was   explal.ned  to  them  by  means  of  a   recorded  message,   and

they  were  thanked  and  excused.

blBREE     `-
lppal.achlan  State  Unlv.I.{ty

BoonQ.,.  North  C&rollna



RESULTS

Subjects.   recorded  self-reports  were  transcribed  and  typed.

The  transcripts  were   then   coded  according  to   specific   i.nstructions

in   the   form  of  decision   trees;   the   coding  manual   i.s   found   in

Appendi.x   a.      Frequencies   of  nouns,   gerunds,   infini.ti.es,   verbs,   ad-

jectives,   participles   and  adverbs  were  counted  as   they  referred   to

Internal,   External   and   Fantasy  references   (Stevens,1971).     To   be

non-fantasy,   a   reference  had   to  be  present  in  time  and   location  to

the  observer.     Internal   and   External   described  the  locati.on  of  a

reported  non-fantasy  percept.

I   did   the   principal   coding  nyself.     An   independent   judge   also

coded   122   randomly  selected   lines   of  the   data   (18.8yo).      In   those

lines,   714   codable   responses   were   examined.     We   agreed   upon   the

codes   for  660  of  the   responses   and   disagreed   upon   54,   making  our   ,

rate  of  agreement  92.44yo.     Table   I   shows   a   chi-square   test   for

goodness   of  fit  for  the  mutually  coded  responses;   the  results   in-

di.cate  a   great  unliklihood   that  our  results   could   have   been  ob-

tai.ned   by   chance,   X2   (1)   =   514.34,   p.  <   0.0000.

After  all   transcripts  were  coded,   I   noticed  that  no  one  had

reported   percepts   that  qualifi.ed  as   External   Infiniti.ves,   reducing

to   20   the   language  measures   obtained.      The   number  of  words   used   1.n

a  transcript,   coded  or  not,  was  also  counted   for  each  subject.

26
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TABLE   I

CHI-SQUARE   TEST   0N    COOING   AGREEMENT    DATA

Variabl e                 Agree               Di. sagree               df                    X2                           A

Responses                   660                          54                           1                514.34                0.0000
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The   distri.butl.ons   of  the   201anguage  measures   and   the   total

words   spoken  were  either  very  positively  skewed,   platykurtic,   or

both.      Seven  composite   grammar  measures   and   three  composite   content

measures   were   then   formed   from   the   20   language  measures.      Noun   was

the   sum  of   Internal   nouns,   External   nouns,   and   Fantasy   nouns.

Gerund   was   the   sum  of   Internal gerunds,   External   gerunds,   and   Fan-

tasy   gerunds.     The   rest  of  the   composite   grammar  measures,

tives,   Verbs,   Adjecti.ves Participles   and

similarly,   The  composite   content  measures

and   Fantasy.

I n f i n 1. -

Adverbs,   were   formed

were   Internal ,   External ,

Internal   was   the  sum  of  Internal   nouns,   Internal

gerunds,   Internal   infini.ties,   etc. External and   Fantasy  were

formed   11.kewi.se.      The   distributi.ons   of  the   composi.te   grammar   and

content  measures   remained  skewed  and/or  platykurtic.     Si.nce   data

transformations  were  not  successful   in   normalizing  the  data,   none  of

the  variables   sati.sfied   the  assumptions   of  normality  and   homogenei.ty

of  vari.ance   required   in   univariate  or  multivariate  analyses   of

varl.ance.     Therefore,   I   used   the   non-parametric   Kruskal-Walli.s

analysis   of  variance   to   test  all   three   hypotheses,   and   the  Wi.1coxon

Rank-Sum  test  to   examine  differences   between   pal.rs   of  groups.

Tables   11   throughlv   show   the   means   and   standard   devi.ati.ons   of   the

22  original   measures,   the   10   composite  measures,   and   the   composi.te

measures   divided   by   total   words   spoken,   i.e.,   the   composite   measure

ratios.     Composite  measure   ratios  were   used   to  control   for  vari-

ability  in  the  data  due  to  differences   1.n  lengths  of  the  transcripts.

Table  V   shows   the   results   of  the   Kruskal-Wallis   analysi.s   for

differences   in   content.     Although   I   predicted  di.fferences   only   i.n
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TABLE    11

MEANS   AND   STANDARD   DEVIATIONS   0F   THE   ORIGINAL   MEASURES

Statistic
Vari abl e Cards                          Con   Med                 Rec   Med

Words Mean                       163.063                       111.292                  110.680
S.D.                           81.673                          57.491                     77.196

IntNoun Mean
S.D.

.625
1. 088

1.417                       I.000
1.692                        1.633

IntGer .438
.629

.250                         .400

.532                          .764

Intlnf .375
.855

.208                        .680

.415                          .802

Intvb 1.125
1. 204

1.167
1. 239

1. 040
I. 567

IntAj 1. 063
1 . 340

.792
I.215

.560
1. 044

Intpcp .500
.816

.625

.875
.480
.714

IntAv .688
1.138

.833                         .520
1.167                        1.262

ExtNoun 9 . 500
10 . 494

12.292                      6.440
13.351                        5.197

ExtGer .417                          .320
.974                          .627
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TABLE   11      continued

Extlnf Mean
S.D.

0 . 000
0 . 000

0.000                     0.000
0.000                     0.000

Extvb Mean
S.D.

.500

.966
1.375                          .400
I.765                          .645

ExtAj Mean
S.D.

3 .188
3 . 544

4.208                      1.560
4.324                      1.938

Extpcp Mean
S.D.

.125

.342
.375                         .200
.770                          .500

ExtAv Mean
S.D.

1.188
.911

1.417                        1.360
1.176                         1.551

FanNoun Mean
S.D.

9 . 875
8.074

4.542                      8.120
4.303                     8.876

FanGer Mean
S.D.

2 .188
2 . 373

.792                       1.280
1.382                       1.768

Fanlnf Mean
S.D.

6 . 000
4 . 940

1.875                       3.120
2.401                      3.308

Fanvb Mean                          14.125
S.D.                             11.194

4.625                     9.600
4.431                    10.178

FanAj Mean
S.D.

8 . 938
7.971

4.042                      4.520
2.971                      4.883

Fanpcp Mean
S.D.

.688
1.138

.333                      1.040

.868                      1.814

'FanAv
Mean                           14.125
S.D.                            12.350

5.792                    10.280
5.517                    10.498
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TABLE   Ill

MEANS   AND   STANDARD    DEVIATIONS   0F   THE   COMPOSITE   MEASURES

Statistic
Variable Cards Con   Med                  Rec   Ned

Internal Mean
S.D.

4.813
4.167

5.292                      4.680
4.885                      4.616

Extemal Mean                         14.625                         20.083                    10.280
S.D.                           14.637                          19.937                       8.289

Fantasy Mean                         55.938                        22.000                   37.960
S.D.                          43.009                         19.054                    37.075

Noun Mean                         20.000
S.D.                             9.993

18.250                    15.560
13.620                    10.548

Gerund Mean
S.D.

2 . 750
2 . 620

I.458                     2.000
I.641                      I.979

In fin. Mean
S.D.

6 . 375
5 . 058

2 . 083
2 . 376

3 . 800
3 . 536

Verb Mean                          15.750
S.D.                           10.982

7.167                     11.040
5.071                     10.510

Adject. Mean                          13.188
S.D.                              8.704

9.042                      6.640
5.086                      4.581

Partic. Mean
S.D.

I. 313
1.195

1.333                       I.720
1.435                       2.072

Adverb Mean                         16.000                           8.042                    12.160
S.D.                           12.329                             5.782                     11.025
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TABLE    IV

MEANS   AND   STANDARD   DEVIATIONS   0F   TllE   COMPOSITE   MEASURE    RATIOS

Statistic
Variable Cards                         Con   Med                 Rec   Med

Int/Wds 0 . 033
0.025

0.064                     0.068
0.075                      0.087

Ext/Wds 0.LIL
0 .120

0.171                       0.130
0.122                       0.124

Fan/Wds 0. 315
0.117

0.195                      0.277
0.111                        0.156

Nn/Wds 0.133
0.068

0.154                       0.156
0.063                     0.073

Ger/Wds 0.019
0.018

0.015                      0.018
0.017                      0.017

Inf/Wds 0 . 035
0 . 022

0.019                      0.032
0.019                     0.028

Vb/Wds 0 . 092
0.033

0.068
0.035

0 . 085
0.051

Adj/Wds 0 . 080
0 . 035

0 . 086
0.035

0 . 069
0.035

Pcp/Wds 0.010
0.010

0.012
0.013

0.015
0.015

Adv/Wds 0.090
0.037

0.075
0 . 044

0 . 100
0.058
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TABLE   V

KRUSKAL-WALLIS   ANALYSIS   0F   VARIANCE    FOR   CONTENT   MEASURES

Rank   Sum   by   Group

Cards
Variable             n=16

Con                    Rec
Ned                   Ned
n=24               n=25            df                 X2                      i

Internal            533. 5

External             517.5

822.0             789.5

899.5             728.0

Fantasy               705.5            630.0            809.5

2             0.2536             0.8809

2              2.4237              0.2976

2              8.5980              0.0136
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Fantasy  references,   testi.ng   Fantasy  references   makes   assumptions

about   Internal   and   External   references,   as  well,   si.nce   the   total

coded   responses   is   the   sum  of   Internal,   External   and   Fantasy.

Therefore,   in  order  to   provide  a  more   balanced  analysis,   I   tested

all   three   for  differences,   selecti.ng  a   .017   rejecti.on   level   for  each

to  compensate   for  inflation  of  the  error  rate  due  to  performing

multiple   analyses.     There  was   a   si.gni.ficant  effect  only   upon   Fantasy

references,   X2(2)   =  8.5980,  p.  <   .0136.      I   also   tested   the   three

composite  content  ratios,   again   using  a   .017   rejecti.on   level .

Table  VI   shows   that  there  was   a   signi.ficant  effect  again  only  upon

Fantasy   references,   X(2)   =   8.3518,   p.  <   .0154.

In  order  to  discover  which   groups   differed   from  each   other   in

number  of  Fantasy  references,   I   tested  the  three  pal.rs   of  groups

with   Wilcoxon   Rank-Sum  tests,   testing   both   Fantasy  measures   and

Fantasy  rations,   using  a   .017   rejection   level   1.n   both  cases.     Tables

VII   and  VIII   show  the   results   of  those   tests.     The  concentrative

meditation   group  had  signifi.cantly  lower  Fantasy  scores   than   the

b-SoC   group,   X2(1)   =   10.4484,   i  <   .0012.      When   Fantasy   ratios   were

tested,   the  concentrative  meditation   group  sti.ll   had  signi.fi.cantly

fewer   Fantasy  references   than   the   b-SoC   group,   X2(1)   =   8.0861,

A  <    .0045.

Tables   IX  and   X   show  the  comparable   results   of  the   Kruskal-

Wallis   analyses   for  the   grammar  measures   and   grammar   ratios,   re-

specti.vely.     For  these   tests,   a   .007   rejection   level   was   chosen.

There  were   no  si.gnifi.cant  effects   found.
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TABLE   VI

KRUSKAL-WALLIS   ANALYSIS   0F   VARIANCE    FOR    CONTENT    RATIOS

Rank   Sum   by   Group

Con
Cards               Ned

Variable             n=16                  n=24

Rec
Med
n=25            df X2p

475.0             814.0

443.0             913.0

659.0             589.5

856.0               2

789.0                2

896.5                2

0.6563             0.7203

3.1152               0.2106

8.3518             0.0154

TABLE   VII

WILCOXON   RANK-SUM   TESTS    FOR   DIFFERENCES    IN

FANTASY    REFERENCES    BETWEEN   ALL    GROUPS

Rank
Groups                                  Sums                     df                            X2                            A

8::  #:a   (2€)                     :;8:8                     1                  o.8io5                   o.368o

R::°£eiLi!5)                      33::i                      1                   2.6154                   0.1058

i;:°i:e|Li!4)                    :;i:8                    I               1o.4484                 0.0012
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TABLE   VIII

WILCOXON    RANK-SUM   TESTS    FOR   DIFFERENCES    IN

FANTASY    RATIOS    BETWEEN   ALL    GROUPS

Rank
Groups                               Sums                     df                         X2                                 p

Con   Med
Rec   Med

500 . 5
724.5                         1                      3.9605                         0.0466

b-SoC    (16)
Rec   Ned   (25)

364 . 0
497.0                         1                      0.5600                        0.4542

i;:°#]i!4)                   :3;:8                  I                8.o861                  o.oo45

TABLE    IX

KRuSKAL-WALLIS   ANALYSIS   0F   VARIANCE    FOR   GRAMMAR   MEASURES

Rank   Sum  by   Group

Con                    Rec
Cards                Ned                  Med

Variable             n=16                  n=24                n=25 df                     x2                A

Noun                         616.5

Ger.                         612.5

Inf.                       648.0

Verb                       699.0

Adj.                        688.5

Pcp.                         528.0

Adv.                         656.0

786.5              742.0

692.0             840.5

678.5             818.5

656.5              789.5

813.5             643.0

767.0             850.0

662.5              826.5

2.1471         0.3418    .

2.5682        0.2769

4.0502        0.1320

7.4155        0.0245

8.3021         0.0157

0.1531        0.9263

4.8343        0.0892
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TABLE    X

KRUSKAL-WALLIS   ANALYSIS   0F   VARIANCE    FOR   GRAMMAR    RATIOS

Rank   Sum  by   Group

Con                 Rec
Cards           Ned                Med

Variable                n=16             n=24             n=25 df            x2                i

Nn/W

Ger/W

Inf/W

Vb/W

Adj/W

Pcp/W

Adv/W

437.5          834.0          873.5

567.5           741.0           836.5

542.0           691.5           911.5

612.5           650.5           882.0

535.0           886.5           723.5

501.0           763.0           881.0

560.5           662.5           922.0

2           I.9016           0.3864

2           0.6145           0.7355

2           2.0488          0.3590

2           3.9457           0.1391

2           2.2023           0.3325

2          0.6030          0.7397

2           3.1922           0.2027
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Table   XI   shows   the   results   of  a   Kruskal-Walli.s   analysi.s   of   the

total   number  of  words   spoken.     A   .05   rejection   level   was   chosen.

The   results  were   not  si.gnifi.cant.

After  performing  the  analyses   required  to  test  ny  hypotheses,   I

also   performed   two   factor  analyses   on  the   21  original   language

vari.ables   in  order  to  determine  whether  ny  arbitrari.ly   determi.ned

composite   variables   were   justified.     Tables   XII   and   XIII   show   the

results   of  these   analyses.     Using   pri.nci.pal   component   analysis,   the

first  factor  analysi.s   revealed  six  orthogonal   factors,   all   repre-

senting  content  measures.     Since   the   first  three  were  clearly  repre-

sentative  of  the  three  composite  content  measures   I   had  arbitarily

chosen   beforehand,   I   performed   a   second   principal   component  analysis

forcing  only  three   factors.     The  results  clearly  support  my  decision

to   identify  three  composite  content  measures,   Internal,   External   and

Fantasy.      In   neither  analysis  was   support  found   for  the   composite

grammar  measures   I   had   chosen   to   analyze.
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TABLE   XI

KRUSKAL-WALLIS   ANALYSIS   0F   VARIANCE    FOR   TOTAL   WORDS    SPOKEN

Rank   Sum  by   Group

Con                 Rec
Cards                Med                Med

Variable             n=16                  n=24             n=25             df X2p-

Total                      666.0                746.0           733.0             2                4.5239        0.1041
Words

TABLE   XII.

PRINCIPAL    COMPONENT   ANALYSIS   0F   RAW    DATA

Factor      Factor      Factor      Factor       Factor      Factor
Variable                          1                    2                    3                    4                     5                    6

Fanvb
FanAv
FanNn
FanAj
Fanln
Fanpc
FanGe

0 . 940
0.919
0 . 877
0 . 872
0 . 803
0 . 688
0.674           -0.252

-0.262

0 . 338

ExtNn
ExtAj
Extvb
Extpc

0 . 930
0 . 866
0 . 788
0 . 548

IntNn                                                                          0.838
Intvb                                                                         0.733          0.302
Intpc                                                                          0.651          0.369
IntAj                                                                                           0. 866
IntAv                                                                            0.431          0.775

ExtGe                                                                                                                          0. 758
ExtAv                                                        0.419                                                        0.652           0.421
Intln                                                                                                0.440          0.516
IntGe                                                                                                                                               0.865
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TABLE   XIII

PRINCIPAL    COMPONENT   ANALYSIS:        FORCE   THREE    FACTORS

Variable

Factor

I

Fanvb
FanAv
FanNn
FanAj
Fanln
FanGe
Fanpc

0.941
0.919
0 . 868
0 . 865
0 . 806
0 . 686
0 . 682

-0.273

ExtNn
ExtAj
ExtAv
Extvb
Extpc

0 . 876
0 . 834
0.657
0.656
0 . 622

IntAv
Intvb
lntpc
lntAj
IntNn

-0 . 282

0 . 800
0 . 765
0 . 758
0 . 649
0 . 576

Intln
ExtGe                                                                                       0. 268

IntGe



DISCUSSION

I   hypothesized  that  practi.ce  of  activiti.es   that  corresponded,

in  theory,   to  d-SoC's  would  affect  the  content  of  subjects'   verbal

reports  of  awareness,   the  frequencies  of  seven   grammati.cal   elements

in   those   reports,   and  the   length  of  the   reports   in   total   words   used.

Only  the  first  hypothesis,   that  groups  would  differ  in  content,  was

supported.     Although  the  receptive  meditators  differed  neither  from

the  concentrative  meditators  nor  the  b-SoC  group,   the  concentrative

meditators   used  significantly  fewer  Fantasy  T`eferences   (and,   there-

fore,   significantly  more  External   and   Internal   references   combined)

than   the  b-SoC   group.

Following   Deikman's   thl.nking   (1966),   interruption   of  b-SoC   by

meditation   practice  should  result   in  changes   i.n   the  content  of  lan-

guage  due  to  de-automati.zation.      In  his   earlier  study,   using  naive

subjects,   Deikman   (1963)   found  that  the  content  of  concentrative

meditators'   reports  changed  greatly  as   their  medi.tation   practice

progressed.     Although  our  measures   and  analyses  are  substantiall.y

different,  ny  results   support  his  findings,   in  principle.

Tart   (1975)   proposed   that   1.nduction  of  a   d-ASC  would   disrupt

the  overall   patterning  of  consciousness   characteristic  of  b-SoC,   as

reflected  in  the  operati.ons  of  psychological   structures   and  sub-

systems.     To  the  extent  that  changes   in   frequencies   of  grammatical

elements   are  an  adequate  measure  of  changes   in  the  operation  of  the

41
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language  structure,  ny  findings   do  not  support  an  assumption   that

the  language  structure  is  signifi.cantly  affected  by  induction  of  a

d-ASC.     The  use  of  the  part  of  speech   counted  seems   to  be  unaffect-

ted  by  the  d-SoC  of  the  subject.     Nevertheless,   the  way  the   Input-

processing,   Evaluation   and   Decision-Making,   Emotions,   and   Sense   of

Identity  subsystems,   in  particular,   interact  with  the  language

structure  to  create  verbal   expression  does  appear  to  be  affected  by

a   person's   d-SoC.     The  concentrati.ve  meditation   group  had  fewer

Fantasy  references   than  the  b-SoC  group.     That  is,   the  concentrati.ve

medi.tatl.on   group  made  fewer  statements   that  can  be   identified  as

functions  of  role-identity   (Sense  of  Identity),  memory,   and  judgment

(Evaluation   and  Decision-Making).     The   theories   that  meditation   is

basically  a  process  of  redirecting  attenti.on  would  therefore  seem  to

be   supported   (Goleman,1975   and  Washburn,1978).      Because   fewer

Fantasy  references   conversely  means  more   Internal   and  External   ref-

erences  taken  together,   concentrative  meditators   in  ny  study  did

seem  to  pay  attention  to  their  sensorial   environments  differently

from  people   in   a  normal   waking  state,   as  measured  by  what  they  re-

ported  they  were  aware  of .

There  was  neither  evidence  that  the  recepti.ve  meditators'   re-

ports  differed  from  those  of  the  concentrative  meditators.'   nor  that

they  differed  from  the  b-SoC  groups'   repoy`ts.     As   a   regimen,   recep-

tive  meditation   is  more  difficult  to  do  accordi.ng  to   instructions

than  concentrative  meditation   (see  Appendi.x  A).      It  requires   the

simultaneous   focusl.ng  of  attention  necessary  to  produce  a  meditative

state  and  the   intentional   noticing  of,   but  not  dwelling  upon,   all
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incomi.ng   stimuli.     The   1.nstructions   I   gave   and   the   amount  of  time

subjects  had  to  practice  may  have  proved  I.nsufficient  to  induce

d-ASC's   consistently.     Were  that  the  case,   the  d-SoC's   of  the   re-

ceptive  meditators  taken   together  could  have  overlapped  the  d-SoC's

of  both  the  other  groups,  making  the  overall   content  of  their  re-

ports  different  from  nei.ther  of  the  other  group's   reports.

The   precise  ways  the  subsystems   of  consci.ousness   are  affected

remains   to  be  determined.      I   speculate  that  the   Input-processing

subsystem  is   primarily  responsible  for  the  differences   observed.

Assuming   that   induction  of  d-ASC   involves   the   redirecti.ng  of

attention/awareness,  the   Input-processing  subsystem  would  li.kely  en-

code  incoming  stimuli.   according  to  the  process  of  deautomatization

(Deikman,1963),   resulti.ng   i.n  a   lower  percentage  of  Fantasy   refer-

ences   in  a   given   period  of  time.

My   results   tentatively  support  Tart's   (1975)   and  Goleman's

(1975)   theoretical   positi.ons  about  meditation  and  states  of  con-

scl.ousness.     However,   theories  about  states  of  consciousness   and

medi.tation  have  been  subjected  to  very  little  empirical   investiga-

tion.     try  findi.ngs   require   repli.cation  and  extension  before  they  can

be  accepted  more  than  tentati.vely.     The  activities   I   used  should

also  be  compared  to  activities  often  used  by  other  investigators,

such  as   unstructured  rest,   progressive  relaxation  and  hypnosis.

As   powerful     as   it  seems   to  be   to  him,  Tart   (1975)   admits   that

language  as   a  means   of  reporting  awareness   is   li.mited.     The  problem

with  using  changes   in   language  to   indicate  changes   in   awareness   is

that  virtually  every  word  in  the  English   language   reflects   the
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i.nfluence  of  Hartmann's   (1958)   concept  of  automatization.     To  Tart,

awareness   is   si.mple  perception   of  sensorial   events.      Consciousness,

on  the  other  hand,   is  the  complex  of  operations  that  locates,   cen-

sors,   compares   and  labels   percepts   as   "something"   (Tart,1975,

p.   28).     Tart's   observations   recall   E.   8.   Tichener's   concern   about

stimulus  error,   i.e. ,   ascribing  a  source  or  an   identity  to  a  sen-

sorial   event  based  upon  more  than  mere  perception  of  the  event.

Further  research  is  needed  to  refine  the  present  system  of  cod-

ing  verbal   reports  so  that  differences  between  the  subsystems,

themselves,   can  be  assessed.     From  the  post-hoc  factor  analyses   I

performed,   it  1.s  apparent  that  only  the  three  content  measures  con-

stitute  distinct  vari.ables   in  verbal   reports   such   as   I   have  examined

here.     The  presence  of  three  orthogonal   content  factors  tends   to

support  Steven's   (1971)   contention  that  self-reports  of  awareness

can  be  di.vided  into  three  distinct  zones,   internal,   external,   and

fantasy.     If  behavioral   correlates  for  changes   in  self-reports  of

awareness  can  be  identified,  the  results  of  ny  factor  analyses  may

faci.litate  the  conduct  of  reliable  outcome  research   i.n  Gestalt  ther-

apy  which  uses  as   its  measure  the  content  of  clients'   verbal   reports.

Finally,   to  determine  if  vari.ous  subcultures  are  affected  by  various

d-SoC's   differently,   comparing  different  subpopulations   such   as

males   and   females   or  Whi.tes   and  Blacks   might  also   prove   interestl.ng,

a  question  largely  ignored  by  researchers  to  date.
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First  Activit Period  Instructl.ons

B=SoC.     Today  and  for  the  next  fl.ve  sessions,  you   are   going  to
learnTfiETpractice  one  activity.      Even  though  you  may  have  done  this
or  something   like  i.t  before,   please  follow  the   instructions   as   they
are  given.

This   is   not  a   competiti.on.      Your  performance  will   not  be   com-
pared  to  the  performances  of  other  subjects.     I   only  ask  that  you
practice  the  activity  diligently  during  the  experimental   period.
Also,  most   importantly,  please  do  pg±  practi.ce  i.t  when  you  are  not
here--until   the  experiment  is   fl.nished.

of
sit  comfortably  in  the  chair.     Take   the  deck

and  begin   to  build  wi.th   them.      Your  object   is   to
build  as   tall   a  structure  as  you   can   usi.ng  as  many  cards   as  you   can.
Each   level   or  storey  of  your  structure  should  contain  not  more  than
six  cards,  except  that  the  first  storey  may  have  up  to   10  cards.     On
your  Tally  Sheet,   record  how  many  cards  you  used  and  how  .many   levels
you  built  each   round.     You   complete  one   round  either  when  you   have
used  all   54  cards,   including  jokers,   or  when   at  least  one  part  of
your  structure  falls.     If  even  one  card  falls  over,   count  that  as
the  end  of  the  round.

Go  ahead  and  start  now.     Leave  the  tape  recorder  on,   and  I  will
signal   you  with   it  when  you  should  stop.     Have  at  it!

Long   Pause

OK.      Stop  workl.ng  now.      Count   however  many   cards   and   levels
you've  done  this   round.      If  you  stopped  in   the  middle  of  buildi.ng,
put  a  star  or  an  asterisk  next  to  the  totals  for  this  round  to  in-
dicate  it.

OK.      You  may   leave   the   room,   now.      Just   leave  everything  on   the
table   and   1'11   see  you   tomorrow,   same   time,   same   room.

Concentrative  Meditation
you  are  going  to   1

Today  and  for  the  next  five  sessions,
earn  and  practice  one  act i.vity.      Even   though  you

may  have   done  this   or  something  like   it  before.   please   follow  the
I.nstructions  as  they  are  given.

This   is   not  a  competition.      Your  performance  will   not  be   com-
pared  to  the  performances  of  other  subjects.     I   only  ask  that  you
practice  the  activity  diligently  during  the  experimental   peri.od.

£:;::_#:#if#:r:#}¥#:ei§ef!3j#d?ractl.Ce  it when  you  are  not

To  begin  with,   please  sit  comfortably   1.n   the  chair.     Put  your
hands   in  your  lap  and  focus  your  eyes,   half  open,   on   some  point  on
the  wall   across   from  you.      Now.   begin   taking   long,   slow,   deep
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breaths.     Always   inhale  through  your  nose,   keepi.ng  your  mouth
closed.     Let  the  air  force  your  stomach  out  as  you   fill   your  lungs
from  the  bottom,   then   fill   your  chest  out  last.     When  you  exhale,
just  let  the  air  flow  out.     From  the  ti.me  you  start  to  inhale  to  the
time  you  are  full   of  air  should  be  at  least  five  seconds,   and  you
should  take  as   long  to  exhale  as  you   do  to   inhale.     Try  that  for  a
few  breaths.

30   Second   Pause

Now,   as  you  breathe,   start  thinking  to  yourself  the  word,
focus.      Focus  your  eyes   ahead  of  you,   breathe  slowly  and  deeply,   and
tfiffiR.,  £9£±±i,  £g£±±i,  £g£±±i,   over  and  over  agai.n.      If  any  sounds   come
to  your  ears,  or  movements  to  your  eyes,  or  tensions  to  your  body,
or  smells   to  your  nose,   disregard  them  and  focus,   breathe,   and  think

::c#::;e::'s#;nffi'y#;n €: :::;: now. but please leave the
Long   Pause

All   right,  now  stop`your  activity.     Stretch  a   little  and  move
about   in  your  chair  to  get  the  circulation   going.     Ok,  you  may   leave
the   room  now.     Just   leave  the   recorder  on  and   1'11   see  you   tomorrow,
same   time,   same   room.

tive  Meditation.     Today  and  for  the  next  five  sessi.ons,
you  are  going  to   learn  and  practice  one  acti.vity.     Even  though  you
may  have   done  thi.s  or  something   like  1.t  before,   please   follow  the
instructions  as  they  are  given.

This   is   not  a   competiti.on.     .Your  performance  wi.11   not  be   com-
pared  to  the  performances  of  other  subjects.     I   only  ask  that  you
practice  the  activi.ty  diligently  during  the  experimental   period.
Also,  most  importantly,  please  do  pgi  practice  it  when  you  are  not
here--until   the  experiment  is  finished.

To  begin  wi.th,   please  sit  comfortably  in  the  chair.     Put  your
hands   in  your  lap  and  focus  your  eyes,   half  open,   on   some  point  on
the  wall   across   from  you.     Now,   begin   taking   long,   slow,   deep
breaths.     Always   inhale  and  exhale  throughyour  nose,  keeping  your
mouth  closed.     Let  the  air  force  your  stomach  out  as  you  fill  your
lungs   from  the  bottom,   then  fill  your  chest  out  last.     When  you  ex-
hale,  just  let  the  air  flow  out.     From  the  time  you  start  to  inhale
to  the  time  you  are  full   of  air  should  be  at  least  five  s.econds,
and  you  should  take  as   long  to  exhale  as  you  do  to   inhale.     Try
that  for  a  few  breaths.

30  Second   Pause

Now,   as  you  breathe,   let  your  senses   expand.     Keep  your  eyes
focused  ahead,   but  let  your  ears   take   in  sounds,  your  nose  take   in
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odors,  your  body  notice  tensions,   and  your  eyes   see  all   around  you--
while   always   keeping   them  focused  ahead.      Breathe   slowly   and  deeply
and  open  yourself  up  to  all   sensations   that  come  to  you.     Try  not  to
zero  in  on   any  of  them,   but  instead  just  open   up  to  all   of  them,
separately  and  together.     Go  ahead  now,   but  please   leave  the   recorder
on   so   I   can   tell   you  when   to  stop.

Long   Pause

All   right,  now  stop  your  activi.ty.     Stretch  a  li.ttle  and  move
about   in  your  chair  to   get  the  circulation   going.     Ok,  you  may   leave
the   room  now.      Just   leave  the   recorder  on   and   1'11   see  you   tomorrow,
same   ti.me,   same   room.

Second  Throu h  Fifth  Activit Period  Instructions

B=SoC.     As  before,   begin  by  sitting  comfortably   in   the  chair.
PleasFiETust  the  volume  so  that  you  can  just  hear  it.     If  it's  too
loud,   it  will   disturb  folks   in  other  rooms.

Now,   take  the  cards  and  start  buildi.ng  again.     Try  to  figure
out  a  strategy  that  works  for  you.     Different  people  use  different
strategies.     Work  as   hard  as  you  can   throughout  the  session,   bel.ng
sure  to  record  your  counts  on  the  Tally  Sheet.

It  wl.11   be  a   good  while  before   I   come   back  on.      Just   leave   the
recorder  runni.ng,   and  1'11   use   it  to   tell   you  when   to  stop.

Long   Pause

All   right,   now  you  may  stop.      Fi.ni.sh  your  tally  as   though   thl.s
were  the  last  round.     Ok,   now  you  may  go.      Before  you   do,   please
push  the   red  STOP  button  on   the  recorder.      1'11   see  you  next  session,
same  time,   saffiEToom.

Concentrative  Meditati.on. As   before,   begin  by  sitti.ng  comfort-
ably  in  the  chair.     Please  adjust  the volume  so  that  you  can  just
hear  it.      If  it's  too  loud,   it  will   disturb  folks   in  other  rooms.

Now,   focus  your  eyes,   half  open,   on   a   point  on   the  wall   across
from  you   and  start  breathi.ng  deeply,   i.nhaling  and  exhaling  through
your  nose.     Each   inhale  should  take  at   least  five  seconds   and  each
exhale  should  take  at  least  five  seconds.     As  you  breathe  with  your
eyes  focused,  begin  to  say  silently  to  yourself ,  over  and  over

:#::i:EL¥ifEi±ffiriT,0:{i°#eex:;y#':::g;1:;eb¥e::¥::gum
It  will   be  a   good  whi.le  before   I   come  back  on.     Just   leave   the

recorder  running,   and   1'11   use   it  to   tell   you  when   to  stop.
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Long   Pause

All   right,   now  you  may  stop.      Stretch   and  move   about   1.n   the
chair  to  set  your  circulati.on   going.     Ok,   now  you  may  go.     Before
you   do,   please   push   the   red  STOP  button   on   the   recorder.      1'11   see
you  next   session,   same   ti.me,iEffile   room.

tive  Medi.tation.     As   before, begin   by  sitti.ng   comfortably
in   the  chair.     Please  adjust  the  volume  so  that  you   can  just  hear
it.      If  it's  too  loud,   it  will   disturb  folks   in  other  rooms.

Now,   focus  your  eyes,   half  open,   on   a  point  on   the  wall   across
from  you   and  start  breathing  deeply,   inhaling  and  exhaling  through
your  nose.      Each   inhale  should  take  at  least  five  seconds   and  each
exhale   should  take  at   least  fi.ve  seconds.     As  you   breath  with  your
eyes   focused,   let  your  senses  expand.     Receive  every  stimulati.on
that  comes   to  you  while  focusing  your  eyes   on   the  wall.      Don't  dwell
on  anything   in   particular.     Just  open  yourself  up  to  every  sensation,
separately  and  together.

It  will   be  a  good  while  before   I   come  back  on.     Just   leave  the
recorder  running,   and   1'11   use   it  to  tell   you  when   to  stop.

Long   Pause

All   right,   now  you  may  stop.     Stretch  and  move  about   in   the
chair  to  set  your  circulation   going.     Ok.   now  you  may  go.      Before
you   do,   please  push  the  red  STOP  button   on   the  recorder.      1'11   see
you  next  sessl.on,   same  ti.me,i5ffile  room.

Last  Activit Period  Instructions

B=SoC.     As   before,   begin   by  sitti.ng   comfortably   in   the  chair.
PleasEi5Tust  the  volume  so  that  you  can  just  hear  it.     If  1.t's  too
loud,   it  will   disturb  folks   in  other  rooms.

Before  you  begin  your  activity  this  time,   please  clip  the  mi-
crophone  that's  sitting  on  the  table  1.n  front  of  you  onto  your
clothes   as  near  your  chest  as   possible.     The   little  holes   at  one  end
should   point   toward  your  chin.      You  will   use  this   microphone   for
the  observation  period.

Now,   take  the  cards   and  start  building  agai.n.     Try  to  figure
out  a  strategy  that  works  for  you.     Different  people  use  different
strategies.     Work  as  hard  as  you  can   throughout  the  session,   being
sure  to  record  your  counts  on  the  Tally  Sheet.

It  wl.1l   be  a  good  while  before   I   come  back  on.     Just  leave  the
recorder  running,   and   1'11   use   it  to  tell   you  when   to   stop.

Long   Pause
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All   right,   now  you  may   stop.      Fl.nish  your  tally  as   though   thi.s
were  the   last  round.     Good.      Now,   please  turn   the  'other  recorder  on
so  that   it  will   record  by  pulling  the
it   there  whi.le  you   push   the  START

RECORD   lever   down   and
button .

h01d1'n9

Pause   Five   Seconds

That's   fine.     Now.   I  would   like   for  you  to   report  what  you   are
presently  aware   of.     This   i.s   nei.ther  a   gimmick  nor  some   kind  of
trick  question.      I   simply  would   like  you   to   report  whatever  you're
aware  of,   right  now.     Please  don't  stop  either  recorder  early,   even
if  you   run   out   of  things   to   say.      Go   ahead  now,   and   1'11   tell   you
when   to   stop.

Pause   120   Seconds

All   right,   that'11   do.      Please  stop  the  recording  you  are  mak-
l.ng,   but  leave  the  recorder  you  get  your  instructions   from  on.

You  may  be   curious  what   all   this   is   about...

Concentrative  Medi.tati.on
ably   l'n the  chair.      P

As   before.   begin  by  sitting  comfort-
just  the  volume  so  that  you   can  just

hear  it.      If  it's   too  loud,   it  will   di.sturb   folks   in  other  rooms.

Before  you  begin  your  activity  this   time,   please  clip  the  micro-
phone  that's  setting  on  the  table  in  front  of  you  onto  your  clothes
as   near  your  chest  as   possible.     The   little  holes   at  one  end  should
point  toward  your  chi.n.      You  will   use   this   microphone   for  the  ob-
servation   period.

Now,   focus  your  eyes,   half  open,   on   a   point  on   the  wall   across
from  you   and  start  breathing  deeply,   inhaling  and  exhaling  through
your  nose.      Each   inhale  should  take  at   least  five  seconds   and  each
exhale   should  take   at  least  five  seconds.     As  you  breathe  with  your
eyes   focused,   begin  to  say  silently  to  yourself ,   over  and  over

;i::#]g#f#L±jg#±,B::Skt;:tw:ye:#:::##:es:¥s;:%j::„
It  will   be   a   good  while   before   I   come   back   on.      Just   leave   the

recorder  running,   and   1'11   use   it   to  tell   you  when   to  stop.

Long   Pause

All   right,   now  you  may  stop.      Stretch   and  move   about   i.n   the
chair  to  set  your  circulation   going.     Good.     Now,   please  turn   the
other  recorder'on   so  that  it  will   record  by  pulling  the
down   and   holding   it

RECORD   lever
there  whi.le  you   push   the  START   button

Pause   Five   Seconds
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That's   fine.     Now,   I  would  li.ke   for  you   to   report  what  you   are
presently  aware  of.     Thi.s   is   neither  a  gimmick  nor  some   kind  of
trick  question.      I   simply  would  like  you  to   report  whatever  you're
aware  of,   right  now.     Please  don't  stop  either  recorder  early,  even
if  you   run   out  of  things   to  say.     Go  ahead  now,   and   1'11   tell   you
when   to  stop.

Pause   120   Seconds

All   v`l.ght,   that'11   do.      Please  stop   the   recording  you   are  mak-
i.ng,   but  leave  the  recorder  you  get  your  instructi.ons  from  on.

You  may  be  curious  what   all   this   is   about...

tive  Meditation.     As   before,
in  the  chair.     Please  adjust  the  volume

begin  by  sitting  comfortably
so  that  you  can  just  hear

it.      If  it's   too  loud,   it  wi.11   disturb   folks   in  other  rooms.

Before  you  begin  your  activi.ty  thi.s  time
crophone  that's  setti.ng  on  the  table  in  front
clothes   as  near  your  chest  as   possi.ble.     The  li.tt

clip  the  mi-
u   Onto  your

e   holes.  at  one
end  should  point  toward  your  chin.      You  will   use  this  microphone  for
the  observation  period.

Now,   focus  your  eyes,   half  open,   on   a  point  on   the  wall   across
from  you   and  start  breathi.ng  deeply,   inhali.ng  and  exhaling   through
your  nose.     Each   inhale   should  take  at   least  five  seconds   and  each
exhale  should  take  at  least  five  seconds.     As  you  breath  with  your
eyes  focused,   let  your  senses  expand.     Receive  every  stimulatl.on
that  comes   to  you  while  focusing  your  eyes   on   the  wall.      Don't  dwell
on  anything   in  parti.cular.     Just.open  yourself  up  to  every  sensation,
separately  and  together.

It  will   be  a  good  while  before   I   come  back  on.     Just   leave   the
reco'rder  running,   and   1'11   use   it  to  tell   you  when   to  stop.

Long   Pause

All   right,   now  you  may  stop.     Stretch  and  move  about   in   the
chair  to  set  your  circulation   going.     Good.     Now,   please  turn   the

I   ,,,--- ^|\h     .  _  _  _ _  _ _
the   RECORD   leverother  recorder  on  so  that  i.t  will   record  by  pulling

down   and  holding   it  there  while  you   push   the  START  button.

Pause   Five  Seconds

That's   fine.     Now,   I  would  like  for  you  to  report  what  you  are
presently  aware  of.     This   is   neither  a   gimmick  nor  some   kind  of
trick  question.      I   simply  would  li.ke  you  to  report  whatever  you're
aware  of,   right  now.     Please  don't  stop  either  recorder  early,  even
if  you   run  out  of  things   to  say.      Go   ahead  now,   and   1'11   tell   you
when   to   stop.
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Pause   120   Seconds

All   right,   that'1l   do.      Please   stop  the   recordi.ng  you   are  mak-
ing,   but  leave  the  recoy`der  you  get  your  instructions   from  on.

You   may   be   curious  what   all   this   is   about ....
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Coding   Manual
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INTRODUCTION

ose  of  the  Ex eriment

The  purpose  of  the  experi.ment  was   to  develop  a  reliable
scheme   that  would  apply  meaningful   numbers   to
of  their  awareness,   so  that  they  could  be
Self-reported  awareness   is  one  of  the  princ
psychotherapy.     Although   research   into  the  e

's  self

talt
fectiveness  of  psycho-

therapy  is   always   important,   Gestalt  psychotherapy  has   proved  par-
ticularly  resistant  to  empirical   investigation,   partly  because  its
essential   constructs  have  never  been  satisfactorily  quanti.fied.
Therefore,   developing  a   reliable  scheme  for  coding  self-reported
awareness   could  be   an   important  step  toward  increasing  empirical
research   in  Gestalt  psychotherapy.

Si.nce  psychotherapy  generally   involves   verbal   communication
between  therapist  and  client,   the  client's  words  are  often  the  pri.n-
cipal   raw  data  a  therapist  uses   to  judge  therapeutic  progress.     In
Gestalt  psychotherapy,  a  client's  awareness  as   reported  is  more
1.rmediately  important  than  neuroph.ysiological   i.ndicators   of  aware-
ness,   arousal,  or  attention.     Therefore,   this  experiment  was   de-
signed  to  develop  a   reli.able  and  meaningful   method  for  applyi.ng
numbers   to  the  words   people  used  I.n   reporting  their  awareness,   in
order  to  facilitate  quanti.tative  analysis  of  self-reported  awareness.
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ose  of  the  Codi.n Scheme

In  order  quantify  self-reports,   the  counts  of  twenty-one   (21)

X:::::::St?::sr:;:::e:o:::n:a::a::::§jript  (Seven  grammatical

Grammatical   Units

The  seven   grammatical   units   counted  are  nouns,   gerunds,
infiniti.ves,   verbs,   adjectives,   participles,   and  adverbs.     No
other  grammati.cal   units   are  counted.     Proper  names  are  treated
as   though   they  were   single  nouns,   even  when  more   than   one  word
comprl.ses   the  proper  name.     Capi.talized  quotations   are  also
treated,   as   a  unit,   as   a   sl.ngle  noun.

Content  Measures

The  three  content  measures   are   Internal ,   External ,   and
Fantasy Internal   refers  to reports  about  objects,  events,
attributes,  processes,  etc. ,  that  are  right  then  a  part  of  the
person  doi.ng  the   reporting Extemal   refers to  reports  about
objects,  events,  attributes,   processes,  etc. ,  that  are  right
then  outside  the  skin  of  the  person  doing  the  reporting.     Both
Internal   and  External   references  must  be  sensorially  present
and  available;   that  1.s,  they  mustiFTable  to  be  detected  by
one  of  the  senses  at  the  time  of  the  report.     Included  in  the
senses   are  smell,   taste,   touch,   sight,   hearing,   bodily  motion,
balance,   and  spatial   1ocati.on.     Fantasy  refers   to  anything
that  does  not  qualify  as  one  of  the  other  two,   including  cog-
nitive  activities,  past  and  future  references,  etc.  .

Codl'n Procedures

I.     Code  each  transcript  according  to  the  following  convention:
11   =   Internal   Noun
3E  =   External   Infinitive
7F  =   Fantasy  Adverb

Note:      1   =   Noun,   2   =   Gerund,   3   =   Infinitive,   4   =   Verb,
5   =  Adjecti.ve,   6   =   Participle,   7   =   Adverb,   AND
I   =   Internal ,   E  =   External ,   F  =   Fantasy

Sum  each  of  the  21  measures  for  the  transcript.

Complete  a  Summary  $4£!i  for  the  subject   (see  attached  sample).
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DECISION   TREES

Below   is   a
which   appear  on

PS:

PSAN :

SS:

SSAN :

SSAN ( s )  :

SSAN (o )  :

LPS:

LSS:

legend  for  abbreviations   used   in   the  Decisi.on  Trees
the  following  pages.

being   reported  bya   P_rimary_ Sti.mulus:      the   sti.mulus
the  word  then   being  coded.      The   Primary  Sti.mulus
changes  whenever  a   new  word   is   coded.

a  question  to  be  answered  as   part  of  the  decision-
Stimulus

i.e.,   at  the  ti.me  of  theAvailable   Now   (
maki. ng . p.recess , . Tape:1y.,,   i s , ?he   _P_r_i_in_any_

::::::i;lly
a  Secondary Stl'mulus a  stimulus   in  a  dependent   re-
1atl.onship  with   a   PS.      Pronous,   though   not   themselves
counted  during   coding,   may   function   as   SS's.

a  questi.on  to  be  answered  as   part  of  the  decision-
making  process,   namely,   is   the  Secondary
sensori.ally Available   Now?

making  process,   namely,   where   is

Stl'mulus

SSAN  for  the  subject  of  a  verb,   gerund,   etc.

SSAN  for  the  object  of  a  verb,   gerund,  etc.

a  question  to  be  answered  as  part  of  the  decision-
the  Location  of  the

Primary Stimul us?

a  question  to  be  answered  as   part  of  the  decision-
making   process,   namely,  where   is
Secondary Stimulus?

the  Location  of  the

LSS(o):        LSS   for  the  object  of  a   verb,   serund,   etc.
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Category   I:      Nouns

Decisl.on   A:      PSAN

Decision   8:      LPS

t:0'J:is

I_AFT
NO=

*1F*
YES

I_BI
Part  of                          Not  part
Person  =                        of  person

*11*                                               *1E*
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Category   11:      Gerunds

Decision   A:      SSAN(s)
s     =  subject  or

antecedent

Decision   8: SSAN(o)

i:i::iu:e::B;::!)
sensori al ly
Available   Now?

Decision   C:       PSAN

Decision   D:      LSS(s)

I
TAT

NO   =                                  YES
*2F*

TBTo
•!8*=   ife:::

Tcl
NO   =                                      YES

*2F*

TDI
Part  of               Not  part
Person  =            of  person

*21*                              *2E*
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Category   Ill:

Decision   A

Infi ni ti ves

Is   the   clause's   main
verb  Present
Indi cati ve?

Decisi.on   8:      SSAN(s)
s     =  subject  of

clause  with  the
1. n f i n i t i v e

Decision   C:       SSAN(o)
(o-)   of  the   I.nfiniti.ve

Decision   D:       PSAN
For  the   infinitive,
i tsel f

INFINITIVESii
TAT

N0                             YES
*3F*

FBI
NO   =                            YES

*3F*

Tcl
NO=

*3F*

I__I

D#
YES

(not  part
of

person)
*3E*

NO    =                  YES-
*3F*       (partof

person)
*31*
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Category   IV:     Verbs

Decision   A:      Is   it
a   linking   verb?

Decision   8:      Are   BOTH

:::ie#o#n!;edicate

Decision   C:      Is   it
Present  Indicative?

Decisl.on   D:      SSAN(s)

Deci.sion   E:      Does   it

i#::sh:p::e:::3.
etc . ) ?

Decision   F:      If   "E"   was
No,   1.s   it   a   cognitive
activity   (think
remember,   etc. )?

FBI
YES                                           N0

no   code

Tcl
NO   =                           YES

*4F*                            I

TD|
SNO

*4F*

YES
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Category   IV:     !!£r!i  (continued)

Decision   G:      If   "F"   was
Yes,   is   it  Present
Progressive?

SSAN(o)
f   „E„    &    „

Decision   J:      PSAN

=Object

Decision   K:      LSS(s)

TI
NO   =                           YES

*4F*

TKI
Part  of                 Not  part
Person  =              of  person

*41*                             *4E*
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Category  V:     Adjectives

Decision   A:       SSAN
or  is   the  SS

an  existenti.al
subject?)

Decision   8:      Is   it
a  Predicate
Adjecti ve?

Decision   C:      If   "8"
=   Yes,   is   the
connector  verb
present  in-
dicative?

Deci.si.on   D:       PSAN
At  this  stage
in   the   coding

cess,  feel-
YES

Decision   E:      LSS

ADJECTIVESii
TAT

NO    =                           YES
*5F*

Tcl
NO=

*5F*
YES

TDI
NO    =                        YES

*5F*

TEI
Part  of                      Not  part
Person  =                   of  person

*51*                                    *5E*



Category  vI:     Participles

Decision   A:      SSAN

Deci.sion   8: SSAN(o)

Decisi.on   C:       PSAN

Decision   D:       LSS

PART I C I PL ESill
TAT

NO
*6F*

YES

FBI
NO=

*6F*
YES   or  Unstated

TDI
Part  of           Not  part
Person  =       of  person

*61*                      *6E*

69
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Category  VII: Adverbs

NOTE:     Anticipatory  subject  adverbs   are  not  coded.

Deci.sion   A:      SSAN
The   SS   is   that  which
the  adverb  modifies.

Decision   8:       PSAN   #1

i9#:i::.;::i:::Yi

Decision   C:       PSAN   #2
Expression  of  time?

Deci.sion   D:       PSAN   #3
Sensorially  present
quality  and/or
location?

ADVERBSii
TAT

NO
*7F*

NO=
*7F*
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Category  VII: Adverbs   (continued)

Decision   E:      "Unstated"
Status.      If  PSAN  #3
is   unstated,  was   an"Unstated"   response

given   for  PSAN  #2?

Decisi.on   F:      LSS TFI
Part  of                 Not  part
Person  =              of  person

*71*                          *|E:*
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SPECIAL   CODING   DECISIONS

Parti.ciple  or  Adjective?

When  the  word  could  be   either  a  parti.ciple  or  an  adjectl.ve  by
form,   check  the  dictionary.     If  i.t  is   listed  as  an  adjectl.ve  in  a
meani.ng  that  is  clearly  appropriate,   then  code  as  an  adjective.
Othe"ise,   code  as  a  parti.ciple.

NOTE:      If  the   verb  +  participle   is   li.sted  as   a  special   case   (e.g.,
to  be  used  to),   treat  it  as  listed  in  the  dictionary.

Comparisons

All   compari.sons,   i.e.,   comparative  or  superlative  adjective/
adverb   forms,   are   FANTASY   codes.

Comparative  or  Additi.ve?

SAME   and   DIFFERENT are   FANTASY   codes,   because   th
sons.      However,   OTHER  and  ANOTHER   are   additive   a

ey  are  compari-
djectives ;  therefore,

thel.r  codes  depend  upon  what  they  modify.

Intensl'ty

If  the  meaning   is   an   intensity  that  i.s   present  and  avai.1able  to
the   senses,   PSAN=Y.

Repeti ti ons

serie¥h:: ?#°a:;og:::o:0::i;rv::b:hej::i:1.:i¥::t°rp:::::::  ::c:) ,
do  not  code  more  than  one  unless  others supply  new  information.
Code  attendant  adjectives  and  adverbs  as  though  the  extra  nouns,
verbs.   etc.,   had  been  coded,   so  long  as   the  modifiers,   themselves,
add  new   informati.on,   too.

Non-sensory  metaphors   for  "self"

Attention .  mj]!4,  etc. ,  when  of  the  reporter  and  present
Fantasy;   however.   in  these  cases,   predicate  adjectives   and  predicate
participles  are Intemal
person.      E.g.,   "My   mind

when  they  refer  to  a  state  of  being  of  the
(F)   is   relaxed   (I)."     That   is,   in   these

cases,   the   verb   is   assumed  to  be  PSAN,   as   are  the   predicate  modi-
fiers.
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ALL:      noun   or   pronoun?

All   as   the  totality  of  something   1.s   a  noun;   as   a  sum  or  each
and  evEFy  1.s   a  pronoun.

Adverbs   as   nouns

E!rg  and  ±Efrg,  when  objects  of  the  prepositions   1.n  and  Q±!£r,
are   nouns.

Objects   remembered:      PSAN   or  not?

Visual   objects  that  are  remembered  but  also  present  are

:::::g:i;d::Sits:y;e::f::?3:%'(::::::;t::i.:oo::e:!:e::::,a:;en
if  they  are  "there."

Coding   D0

Do  as   an   intensifier  with  an   infi.ni.tive  takes   the  code  of  the
1.nfiniTive.

Codl.ng E4H qu

Ear gQ± means  have.

Grammar  errors

Constructions  that  are  grammatically  incorrect  due  to  idiosyn-
cracies  of  verbal   expression  are  coded  as  though  they  were  correct.
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